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       Office of Sponsored 
Programs and Research 
SERVICES REPORT 
FY 2010 
The Office of Sponsored Programs and Research 
► Serves as a focal point through which external support for research,  
 scholarship, public service, and creative activities are institutionally  
 promoted, reviewed, and approved. 
► Provides support and training for UNO faculty, staff and students pursuing 
external funding. 
► Accomplishes effective management for research administration. 
 
SPR Services 
► Assists faculty and staff in identifying potential funding opportunities. 
► Offers technical assistance and training in proposal preparation. 
► Facilitates collaboration with external partners. 
► Reviews proposals to ensure compliance with sponsor and university. 
► Prepares and submits complete proposals to sponsors. 
► Negotiates contracts and awards on behalf of the University. 
► Provides administrative support for the University Committee on  
     Research and Creative Activity (UCRCA). 
University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Office of Sponsored Programs and Research 
6001 Dodge Street, EAB 203 
Omaha, Nebraska 68182-0210 
Phone:  (402) 554-2286 
FAX:  (402) 554-3698 
E-mail: unosponpro@unomaha.edu 
Web Site: http://www.unomaha.edu/spr 
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*Other includes: Athletics, Business and Finance, and the Peter Kiewit Institute. 
 
Charts do not include gifts, bequests, or student financial aid. 
 
Source of data: SPR Grants Management Database, August 2010. SPR will provide specific college or 
unit data upon request.  
 
 
UNO FY 2010 External Awards 
 College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Awarded 
   Department Director Type Source  
 
Academic and Student Affairs 
 HS Adler Public Service State NE Dept of Health & Human Services $3,200.00 
 HS Adler Public Service State UNL $500.00 
 ICS Briggs Basic Research Federal US Dept of Defense / Air Force $36,000.00 
 PACH Clancy Other Federal US Dept of Education $334,529.00 
 SLA Henderson Basic Research State UNL / Midwest Consortium for Service-Learning in Higher  $15,000.00 
  Education 
 SLA Sather Public Service Other Campus Kitchens Project $2,000.00 
 SLA Sather Public Service State NE Arts Council $700.00 
 SLA Sather Basic Research Other College of Saint Mary $5,000.00 
 SLA Sather Public Service Other South Dakota State University $10,000.00 
 SLA Sather Public Service Other Youth Service America $2,000.00 
Total $408,929.00 
Business and Finance 
 SS Schleifer Public Service State UNMC $25,000.00 
Total  $25,000.00 
College of Arts and Sciences 
 BIOL Boucher Basic Research State EPSCoR / NSF $7,990.00 
 BIOL Kolok Basic Research Federal NSF $227,571.00 
 BIOL Kolok Applied Research Area/Local Papio-Missouri River Natural Resources District $60,000.00 
 BIOL Lu Basic Research Federal NIH $378,639.00 
 BIOL Lu Basic Research Federal NSF $38,524.00 
 BIOL Lu Basic Research State UNL $9,000.00 
 BIOL Lu Basic Research State UNL $25,662.00 
 BIOL Schoenbeck Applied Research Other NE Native Plant Society $500.00 
 BIOL Tapprich Basic Research State UNMC $17,710.00 
 BIOL Tapprich Basic Research State UNMC $229,614.00 
 BLST Jones Public Service State NE Arts Council $1,656.00 
 CHEM Kreiling Basic Research State UNMC $152,945.00 
 CHEM Laquer Basic Research State UNMC $2,101.00 
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UNO FY 2010 External Awards 
 College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Awarded 
   Department Director Type Source  
 
  
College of Arts and Sciences (cont.) 
 CHEM Laquer Basic Research State UNMC $2,101.00 
 DEAN Boocker Instruction State UNMC $135,000.00 
 FL Saalfeld Public Service Other NE Humanities Council $150.00 
 GEO Engelmann Basic Research State UNL $26,586.00 
 HIST Garver Public Service State UNL $0.00 
 ICS Reiter-Palmon Applied Research Other Aptima, Inc. $15,000.00 
 MATH Heidel Instruction Other Building Bright Futures $20,000.00 
 MATH Heidel Instruction Area/Local Metropolitan Community College $1,080.00 
 MATH Heidel Instruction Area/Local Metropolitan Community College $42,660.00 
 OLLAS Garcia Public Service Other NE Humanities Council $900.00 
 OLLAS Gouveia Public Service Foundation Anonymous $10,000.00 
 PHREL Matalon Public Service Other Jewish Federation of Omaha $45,394.00 
 PHYS O'Brien Public Service Foundation American Association of University Women $7,184.00 
 PHYS O'Brien Public Service Foundation Iowa West Fdn $5,000.00 
 PHYS Sabirianov Basic Research State UNL $37,949.00 
 PSCI Bykerk Public Service Area/Local Downtown Improvement District of Omaha $4,700.00 
 PSCI Bykerk Instruction Federal US Dept of Education $476,000.00 
 PSYC French Basic Research Other Michigan State University $3,525.00 
 PSYC Kelly-Vance Public Service State UNL $14,040.00 
 PSYC Thomas Public Service Area/Local Lincoln, City of $3,190.00 
 PSYC Thomas Public Service Area/Local Lincoln, City of $5,940.00 
Total  $2,008,311.00 
 College of Business Administration 
 ECON Diamond Instruction Foundation Charles G. Koch Foundation $10,000.00 
 ECON Reiser Instruction Foundation Kazanjian Economics Foundation $16,000.00 
 ECON Shultz Applied Research State NE Game & Parks Commission $22,040.00  
 NBDC Bernier Public Service State NE Dept of Economic Development $250,000.00 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US Dept of Agriculture $40,000.00 
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 College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Awarded 
   Department Director Type Source  
 
 
College of Business Administration (cont.) 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US Dept of Defense / DLA $178,490.00 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US Dept of Defense / DLA $281,287.00 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US SBA $125,000.00 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US SBA $100,000.00 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US SBA $627,776.00 
 NBDC Yoder Applied Research Area/Local OPPD $159,580.00 
 NBDC Yoder Applied Research Federal US EPA $101,350.00 
Total  $1,911,523.00 
 College of Communications, Fine Arts and Media 
 ART Helm Public Service State NE Arts Council $1,000.00 
 ART Hofschire Instruction Other Bemis Center for Contemporary Arts $3,333.00 
 ART Hofschire Instruction Foundation Iowa West Fdn $16,954.00 
 ART Hofschire Instruction State NE Arts Council $27,250.00 
 KVNO Franklin Instruction Other Corporation for Public Broadcasting $3,000.00 
 KVNO Franklin Public Service Other Corporation for Public Broadcasting $10,969.33 
 KVNO Franklin Public Service Other Corporation for Public Broadcasting $108,753.00 
 KVNO Franklin Public Service Foundation Giger Fdn, Paul & Oscar $5,000.00 
 KVNO Franklin Public Service Foundation Whitmore Charitable Trust $4,000.00 
 KVNO Hellbusch Public Service Foundation Giger Fdn, Paul & Oscar $2,250.00 
 MUS Madsen Public Service State NE Arts Council $3,102.00 
 MUS Madsen Instruction State NE Arts Council $1,800.00 
 UNOTV Balkovec Public Service Foundation Pacific Life Foundation $10,000.00 
 UNOTV Franklin Public Service State UNL $7,748.00 
 UNOTV Franklin Public Service State UNL $67,110.00 
Total  $272,269.33 
College of Education 
 COUN Barnes Public Service Foundation Bright Futures Foundation $53,233.00 
 DEAN Conway Instruction Foundation Oberkotter Fdn $148,104.00 
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 College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Awarded 
   Department Director Type Source  
 
 
College of Education (cont.) 
 DEAN Conway Instruction Foundation Oberkotter Fdn $151,238.00 
 HPER Blanke Basic Research Other American Society of Biomechanics $2,000.00 
 HPER Blanke Basic Research Other American Society of Biomechanics $2,000.00 
 HPER Corbin Public Service Area/Local Douglas County $64,716.00 
 HPER Greer Applied Research Federal National Park Service $4,257.00 
 HPER Huberty Basic Research Other Alegent Health $218,793.00 
 HPER Huberty Public Service Area/Local Douglas County $372,155.00 
 HPER Stergiou Basic Research Other NE Academy of Sciences $1,000.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal NIH $28,611.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal NIH $119,508.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research State UNMC $9,000.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research State UNMC $43,154.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal US Dept of Education $200,000.00 
 TED Brignoni Instruction Other National Writing Project $30,000.00 
 TED Edwards Instruction State Coordinating Commission for Post-Secondary Education $79,257.00 
 TED Grandgenett Applied Research Area/Local Central Community College $29,989.00 
 TED Grandgenett Basic Research State UNL $241,384.00 
 TED Grandgenett Basic Research State UNL $235,629.00 
 TED Grandgenett Applied Research State UNL $19,999.00 
 TED Grandgenett Basic Research State UNL $30,000.00 
 TED Wetig Public Service Area/Local OPPD $27,607.00 
Total  $2,111,634.00 
 College of Information Science and Technology 
 CS Ali Applied Research State UNL $3,343.00 
 CS Ali Applied Research State UNL $6,790.00 
 CS Ali Basic Research State UNMC $19,575.00 
 CS Ali Applied Research State UNMC $41,280.00 
 CS Ali Instruction State UNMC $116,319.00 
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 College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Awarded 
   Department Director Type Source  
 
 
College of Information Science and Technology (cont.)   
 CS Ali Basic Research State UNMC $184,875.00 
 CS Ali Applied Research State UNMC $110,544.00 
 CS Ali Basic Research State UNMC $279,410.00 
 CS Bastola Basic Research Federal Omaha Veterans Administration Medical Center $50,000.00 
 CS Bhowmick Basic Research State EPSCoR / NSF $17,095.00 
 CS Dasgupta Basic Research Federal US Dept of Defense / ONR $1,310,200.00 
 CS Gandhi Applied Research Other Technical Support, Inc. $40,546.00 
 CS Siy Applied Research State EPSCoR / NSF $9,999.00 
 CS Winter Applied Research Federal Sandia National Labs $240,000.00 
 DEAN Pauley Basic Research State UNMC $14,042.00 
 ISQA Dufner Public Service Area/Local Douglas County $31,415.00 
 ISQA Dufner Public Service Area/Local Douglas County $53,222.00 
 ISQA Fruhling Public Service State EPSCoR / NSF $2,500.00 
 ISQA Fruhling Public Service State UNMC $40,000.00 
 ISQA Khazanchi Public Service Other Nangwik Services, LLC $100,000.00 
 ISQA Khazanchi Public Service Other Nangwik Services, LLC $150,000.00 
 ISQA Khazanchi Instruction Federal US Dept of Education $51,500.00 
 ISQA Shi Basic Research State EPSCoR / NSF $25,000.00 
 ISQA Wolcott Public Service Foundation Google, Inc. Charitable Giving Fund of the Tides  $27,616.00 
  Foundation 
 ISQA Wolcott Public Service Other South Dakota State University $5,000.00 
 NUCIA Jones Public Service State EPSCoR / NSF $3,000.00 
Total  $2,933,271.00 
College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
 AVI Tarry Basic Research Federal NASA $750,000.00 
 AVI Tarry Basic Research Federal NASA $750,000.00 
 AVI Tarry Public Service Federal NASA $11,000.00 
 AVI Tarry Public Service Federal NASA $785,000.00 
 CJUS Brennan Applied Research Area/Local Douglas County $45,000.00 
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 College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Awarded 
   Department Director Type Source  
 
 
College of Public Affairs and Community Service (cont.) 
 CJUS Hobbs Applied Research State NE Commission on Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice $38,352.00 
 CJUS Robinson Applied Research State NE Commission on Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice $5,000.00 
 CJUS Robinson Basic Research State NE Commission on Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice $75,000.00 
 CJUS Robinson Applied Research Federal US Dept of Justice $600,000.00 
 CJUS Wakefield Applied Research Area/Local Douglas County $42,470.00 
 CJUS Wakefield Applied Research Federal US Probation Office $8,500.00 
 CJUS Wakefield Applied Research Federal US Probation Office $8,500.00 
 DEAN Abdouch Public Service State NE Commission on Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice $50,000.00 
 DEAN Abdouch Public Service Foundation Omaha Community Fdn $50,000.00 
 DEAN Abdouch Public Service Foundation Omaha Community Fdn $65,000.00 
 DEAN Abdouch Public Service Area/Local Omaha, City of $3,000.00 
 DEAN Abdouch Public Service Area/Local Omaha, City of $10,000.00 
 DEAN Adams Public Service Foundation Iowa West Fdn $10,000.00 
 DEAN Porterfield Public Service Other Metropolitan Area Continuum of Care for the Homeless $86,640.00 
 DEAN Porterfield Public Service Other Metropolitan Area Continuum of Care for the Homeless $127,500.00 
 DEAN Porterfield Public Service Foundation Omaha Community Fdn $104,583.00 
 DEAN Woods Public Service Area/Local OPPD $25,000.00 
 DEAN Woods Public Service Other Project Interfaith $170,575.00 
 DEAN Woods Public Service Foundation Anonymous $95,000.00 
 GERO Kosloski Basic Research Other University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee $6,986.00 
 PA Bartle Applied Research Area/Local Douglas County $42,300.00 
 PA Bartle Public Service Foundation Anonymous $37,000.00 
 PA Schumaker Public Service Other Community-Campus Partnerships for Health $15,837.00 
 SOWK Barron-McKeagney Applied Research Foundation Iowa West Fdn $63,857.00 
 SOWK Kelley-Gillespie Instruction State UNMC $5,720.00 
Total  $4,087,820.00 
Adjustments  ($41.63) 
Total  $4,087,778.37 
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 College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Awarded 
   Department Director Type Source  
 
  
Intercollegiate Athletics 
 ATH Oatman Public Service Area/Local Douglas County $20,000.00 
Total  $20,000.00 
 International Studies and Programs 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Other Georgia Institute of Technology $238,210.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Other Georgia Institute of Technology $61,821.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Other Georgia Institute of Technology $61,821.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Other OT Training Solutions $2,420,420.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Federal US Dept of Education $185,888.00 
 DEAN Shroder Instruction State UNL $85,430.00 
Total  $3,053,590.00 
 Peter Kiewit Institute 
 McGinnis Applied Research Other The MITRE Corporation $10,000.00 
 McGinnis Applied Research Other The MITRE Corporation $20,000.00 
Total  $30,000.00 
 
 
 External Awards $16,862,347.33 
 Adjustments ($41.63) 
 Total External Awards $16,862,305.70 
 Student Financial Aid $14,600,692.00  
 Gifts & Bequests $7,370,883.39 
 Total Awards for FY 2010 $38,833,881.09 
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UNO FY 2010 External Submissions 
  College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Requested 
 Department Director Type Source  
 
Academic and Student Affairs 
 HS Adler Public Service Other Livewise Coalition $55,000.00 
 HS Adler Public Service State NE Dept of Health & Human Services $3,200.00 
 HS Adler Public Service State UNL $500.00 
 ICS Briggs Basic Research Federal NSF $4,999,379.00 
 PACH Clancy Other Federal US Dept of Education $334,529.00 
 PACH Clancy Other Federal US Dept of Education $1,616,470.00 
 SLA Sather Public Service Other Campus Kitchens Project $2,000.00 
 SLA Sather Public Service State NE Arts Council $1,000.00 
 SLA Sather Public Service Federal Corporation for National and Community Service $297,150.00 
 SLA Sather Public Service Other South Dakota State University $10,000.00 
 SLA Sather Public Service Other Youth Service America $2,000.00 
 Total  $7,321,228.00 
Business and Finance 
 SS Schleifer Public Service State UNMC $25,000.00 
 Total  $25,000.00 
College of Arts and Sciences 
 BIOL Boucher Basic Research State EPSCoR / NSF $7,990.00 
 BIOL Chase Basic Research Foundation Michael J Fox Fdn $1,263,854.00 
 BIOL Chase Basic Research Other NE Academy of Sciences $632.00 
 BIOL Chase Basic Research State UNMC $25,264.00 
 BIOL Kolok Basic Research Other Ecoarray, LLC $434,744.00 
 BIOL Kolok Basic Research Federal NSF $877,303.00 
 BIOL Kolok Basic Research Federal NSF $227,571.00 
 BIOL Kolok Basic Research Federal NSF $16,475.00 
 BIOL Kolok Basic Research Federal NSF $17,297.00 
 BIOL Kolok Applied Research Area/Local Papio-Missouri River Natural Resources District $60,000.00 
 BIOL Kolok Applied Research State UNL $66,822.00 
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  College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Requested 
 Department Director Type Source  
 
 
College of Arts and Sciences (cont.) 
 BIOL Kolok Applied Research State UNL $167,949.00 
 BIOL Kolok Public Service Federal US EPA $50,000.00 
 BIOL Lu Basic Research Federal NIH $377,187.00 
 BIOL Lu Basic Research Federal NSF $38,524.00 
 BIOL Lu Basic Research Other South Dakota State University $431,579.00 
 BIOL Lu Basic Research State UNL $25,662.00 
 BIOL Lu Basic Research State UNL $110,609.00 
 BIOL Lu Applied Research State UNL $61,791.00 
 BIOL Lu Basic Research State UNL $90,945.00 
 BIOL Mullarkey Public Service Other NE Academy of Sciences $2,769.00 
 BIOL Schoenbeck Applied Research Other NE Native Plant Society $500.00 
 BIOL Tapprich Basic Research State UNMC $240,088.00 
 BIOL Tapprich Basic Research State UNMC $17,710.00 
 BIOL Wilson Basic Research Other National Geographic Society $11,627.00 
 BIOL Wilson Basic Research Federal NSF $242,897.00 
 BIOL Wilson Basic Research Other University of Wyoming $5,000.00 
 BLST Jones Public Service State NE Arts Council $2,468.00 
 CHEM Darr Basic Research Federal NSF $324,841.00 
 CHEM Laquer Basic Research State UNMC $2,101.00 
 CHEM Laquer Basic Research State UNMC $2,101.00 
 CHEM Lomneth Applied Research State UNL $105,052.00 
 CHEM Lomneth Applied Research State UNL $224,829.00 
 CHEM Lomneth Applied Research State UNL $14,000.00 
 CHEM Lomneth Applied Research State UNL $111,392.00 
 CHEM Richter-Egger Student  Federal NSF $595,540.00 
  Aid/Traineeship 
 CHEM Richter-Egger Instruction Federal NSF $2,500,000.00 
 CHEM Smith Basic Research Federal US Dept of Energy $250,000.00 
 CHEM Zhong Basic Research Federal NIH $424,860.00 
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  College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Requested 
 Department Director Type Source  
 
  
College of Arts and Sciences (cont.) 
 DEAN Boocker Instruction State UNMC $135,000.00 
 FL Saalfeld Public Service Other NE Humanities Council $800.00 
 GEO Bishop Basic Research Federal NSF $548,894.00 
 GEO Bishop Basic Research Other University of Arizona $160,168.00 
 GEO Bishop Basic Research Other University of Arizona $151,730.00 
 GEO Bishop Basic Research Other University of Arizona $282,486.00 
 GEO Bishop Basic Research Other University of Dayton $144,854.00 
 GEO Engelmann Basic Research State UNL $26,586.00 
 HIST Garver Public Service State UNL $0.00 
 ICS Reiter-Palmon Applied Research Other Aptima, Inc. $20,000.00 
 ICS Reiter-Palmon Applied Research Other Aptima, Inc. $15,000.00 
 MATH Baccouch Applied Research State EPSCoR / NSF $17,252.00 
 MATH Heidel Instruction Other Building Bright Futures $20,000.00 
 MATH Heidel Instruction Area/Local Metropolitan Community College $145,278.00 
 MATH Heidel Instruction Area/Local Metropolitan Community College $1,080.00 
 MATH Rogers Applied Research Other Discovery Collective, Inc. $76,330.00 
 MATH Rogers Basic Research Federal NIH $1,155,167.00 
 MATH Rogers Applied Research State UNMC $421,211.00 
 NAS Zendejas Public Service State NE Arts Council $3,125.00 
 OLLAS Garcia Public Service Other NE Humanities Council $1,500.00 
 OLLAS Gouveia Public Service Foundation Anonymous $10,000.00 
 PHREL Matalon Public Service Other Jewish Federation of Omaha $45,394.00 
 PHYS Graham Public Service Foundation Allen Foundation $18,400.00 
 PHYS Mei Applied Research State UNL $15,000.00 
 PHYS O'Brien Public Service Foundation Iowa West Fdn $9,900.00 
 PHYS O'Brien Public Service State NE Arts Council $1,837.00 
 PHYS Podariu Basic Research Other American Physical Society $45,000.00 
 PHYS Sabirianov Basic Research State EPSCoR / NSF $351,115.00 
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  College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Requested 
 Department Director Type Source  
 
 
College of Arts and Sciences (cont.) 
 PHYS Sabirianov Instruction Other State University of New York-Oswego $58,674.00 
 PHYS Sabirianov Basic Research State UNL $37,949.00 
 PHYS Sabirianov Applied Research State UNL $177,374.00 
 PHYS Sabirianov Basic Research State UNL $140,000.00 
 PHYS Woolf Basic Research Federal NSF $44,920.00 
 PSCI Bykerk Public Service Area/Local Downtown Improvement District of Omaha $4,700.00 
 PSYC Cortese Basic Research Federal NSF $726,834.00 
 PSYC French Basic Research Other Michigan State University $3,525.00 
 PSYC French Basic Research Federal NIH $1,162,105.00 
 PSYC French Basic Research State UNL $27,409.00 
 PSYC Kelly-Vance Public Service State UNL $14,040.00 
 PSYC Thomas Public Service Area/Local Lincoln, City of $7,590.00 
 PSYC Thomas Public Service Area/Local Lincoln, City of $5,940.00 
 PSYC Thomas Public Service Area/Local Lincoln, City of $3,190.00 
 SOC Irwin Basic Research State UNMC $24,260.00 
 Total  $15,691,590.00 
College of Business Administration 
 ECON Diamond Instruction Foundation Charles G. Koch Foundation $10,000.00 
 ECON Diamond Instruction Foundation Charles G. Koch Foundation $10,000.00 
 ECON Reiser Instruction Foundation Kazanjian Economics Foundation $16,000.00 
 ECON Shultz Applied Research State NE Game & Parks Commission $22,040.00 
 FBNL O'Hara Applied Research State UNMC $10,490.00 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US Dept of Defense / DLA $178,490.00 
  NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US Dept of Defense / DLA      $525,000.00 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US Dept of Education $187,763.00 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US SBA $125,000.00 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US SBA $100,000.00 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US SBA $100,000.00 
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  College/ Unit Project Request  Funding  Sponsor Amount Requested 
 Department Director Type Source  
 
 
College of Business Administration (cont.) 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US SBA $611,111.00 
 NBDC Bernier Public Service Federal US SBA $100,000.00 
 NBDC Yoder Applied Research Area/Local OPPD $159,580.00 
 NBDC Yoder Applied Research Federal US EPA $205,350.00 
 Total  $2,360,824.00 
 College of Communications, Fine Arts and Media 
 ART Helm Public Service State NE Arts Council $1,000.00 
 ART Hofschire Instruction Other Bemis Center for Contemporary Arts $3,333.00 
 ART Hofschire Instruction Foundation Iowa West Fdn $16,954.00 
 ART Hofschire Instruction Federal National Endowment for the Arts $32,219.00 
 ART Hofschire Instruction State NE Arts Council $30,000.00 
 COMM Hilt Instruction Other NE Humanities Council $6,062.00 
 COMM Leonard Instruction Other State Farm Insurance $99,235.00 
 KVNO Franklin Instruction Other Corporation for Public Broadcasting $3,000.00 
 KVNO Franklin Public Service Other Corporation for Public Broadcasting $10,969.33 
 KVNO Franklin Public Service Other Corporation for Public Broadcasting $108,753.00 
 KVNO Franklin Public Service Foundation Giger Fdn, Paul & Oscar $4,880.00 
 KVNO Franklin Public Service Foundation Whitmore Charitable Trust $5,000.00 
 MUS Madsen Public Service State NE Arts Council $4,000.00 
 MUS Madsen Instruction State NE Arts Council $1,800.00 
 UNOTV Balkovec Public Service Foundation Pacific Life Foundation $10,000.00 
 UNOTV Franklin Public Service State UNL $7,748.00 
 UNOTV Franklin Public Service State UNL $67,110.00 
 Total  $412,063.33 
 College of Education 
 COUN Barnes Public Service Foundation Bright Futures Foundation $53,233.00 
 DEAN Conway Instruction Foundation Oberkotter Fdn $151,238.00 
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College of Education (cont.) 
 HPER Blanke Basic Research Other American Society of Biomechanics $2,000.00 
 HPER Blanke Basic Research Other American Society of Biomechanics $2,000.00 
 HPER Corbin Public Service Area/Local Douglas County $64,716.00 
 HPER Corbin Public Service State NE Dept of Health & Human Services $20,000.00 
 HPER Decker Applied Research Federal NIH $907,671.00 
 HPER Greer Applied Research Federal National Park Service $4,257.00 
 HPER Huberty Basic Research Other Alegent Health $158,481.00 
 HPER Huberty Public Service Area/Local Douglas County $386,395.00 
 HPER Huberty Basic Research Federal NIH $413,562.00 
 HPER Huberty Basic Research Federal NIH $413,703.00 
 HPER Huberty Basic Research State UNMC $33,268.00 
 HPER Messerole Public Service Other Special Olympics $16,495.00 
 HPER Mukherjee Applied Research Other American Heart Assn $48,428.00 
 HPER Mukherjee Applied Research Federal NIH $401,515.00 
 HPER Stergiou Basic Research Other Autism Speaks $44,142.00 
 HPER Stergiou Basic Research Other NE Academy of Sciences $1,000.00 
 HPER Stergiou Basic Research Federal NIH $88,879.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal NIH $88,902.00 
 HPER Stergiou Basic Research Federal NIH $113,182.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal NIH $87,531.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal NIH $54,289.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal NIH $436,585.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal NIH $28,799.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal NIH $1,433,723.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal NIH $432,483.00 
 HPER Stergiou Basic Research Federal NSF $961,308.00 
 HPER Stergiou Basic Research Federal NSF $442,368.00 
 HPER Stergiou Basic Research Federal NSF $851,267.00 
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College of Education (cont.)  
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Other University of Delaware $306,123.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research State UNL $49,994.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research State UNMC $911,689.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal US Dept of Defense $107,091.00 
 HPER Stergiou Applied Research Federal US Dept of Education $200,000.00 
 SPED Friehe Instruction Foundation Sertoma International $400.00 
 TED Brignoni Instruction Other National Writing Project $30,000.00 
 TED Edwards Instruction State Coordinating Commission for Post-Secondary Education $79,257.00 
 TED Edwards Instruction Foundation Omaha Community Fdn $13,748.00 
 TED Grandgenett Basic Research State UNL $30,000.00 
 TED Grandgenett Basic Research State UNL $241,384.00 
 TED Grandgenett Applied Research State UNL $1,043,844.00 
 TED Grandgenett Applied Research State UNL $19,999.00 
 TED Grandgenett Basic Research State UNL $235,629.00 
 Total  $11,410,578.00 
 College of Information Science and Technology 
 CS Ali Applied Research State UNL $3,343.00 
 CS Ali Applied Research State UNL $48,355.00 
 CS Ali Applied Research State UNMC $695,485.00 
 CS Ali Basic Research State UNMC $521,358.00 
 CS Ali Applied Research State UNMC $112,800.00 
 CS Ali Basic Research State UNMC $279,410.00 
 CS Ali Basic Research State UNMC $189,061.00 
 CS Ali Basic Research State UNMC $19,575.00 
 CS Ali Basic Research State UNMC $42,018.00 
 CS Ali Basic Research State UNMC $823,030.00 
 CS Ali Applied Research State UNMC $41,280.00 
 CS Bastola Basic Research Federal NSF $499,734.00 
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College of Information Science and Technology (cont.)   
 CS Bastola Basic Research Federal Omaha Veterans Administration Medical Center $50,000.00 
 CS Bastola Applied Research State UNMC $15,000.00 
 CS Bastola Applied Research State UNMC $30,000.00 
 CS Bhowmick Basic Research State EPSCoR / NSF $17,095.00 
 CS Bhowmick Basic Research State EPSCoR / NSF $563,756.00 
 CS Chundi Basic Research Federal NSF $290,362.00 
 CS Dasgupta Basic Research Federal NSF $203,000.00 
 CS Dasgupta Basic Research Federal US Dept of Defense / ONR $1,310,200.00 
 CS Gandhi Applied Research Other Technical Support, Inc. $40,546.00 
 CS Siy Applied Research State EPSCoR / NSF $9,999.00 
 CS Subramaniam Basic Research Federal NSF $301,752.00 
 CS Subramaniam Basic Research State UNL $173,925.00 
 CS Subramaniam Basic Research State UNL $84,000.00 
 CS Winter Applied Research Federal Sandia National Labs $240,000.00 
 CS Youn Basic Research Federal NSF $1,273,570.00 
 CS Youn Basic Research Federal NSF $625,050.00 
 CS Youn Instruction Federal NSF $347,364.00 
 DEAN Ali Applied Research Federal Omaha Veterans Administration Medical Center $122,191.00 
 DEAN Mahoney Student  Federal NSF $1,281,136.00 
  Aid/Traineeship 
 DEAN Mahoney Basic Research Federal US Dept of Defense / Air Force $1,687,458.00 
 DEAN Pauley Basic Research State UNMC $14,042.00 
 ISQA de Vreede Applied Research State UNMC $54,185.00 
 ISQA Dufner Public Service Area/Local Douglas County $31,415.00 
 ISQA Fruhling Public Service State EPSCoR / NSF $2,500.00 
 ISQA Fruhling Applied Research State UNMC $59,705.00 
 ISQA Fruhling Public Service State UNMC $40,000.00 
 ISQA Fruhling Basic Research State UNMC $109,789.00 
 ISQA Fruhling Applied Research State UNMC $61,769.00 
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College of Information Science and Technology (cont.)  
 ISQA Khazanchi Public Service Other Nangwik Services, LLC $150,000.00 
 ISQA Khazanchi Public Service Other Nangwik Services, LLC $100,000.00 
 ISQA Khazanchi Basic Research State UNL $35,000.00  
 ISQA Petter Applied Research Other IBM $20,000.00 
 ISQA Qureshi Basic Research Federal NSF $1,472,308.00 
 ISQA Qureshi Basic Research Federal NSF $1,410,605.00 
 ISQA Qureshi Basic Research Federal NSF $747,279.00 
 ISQA Qureshi Public Service Federal US SBA $250,000.00 
 ISQA Shi Basic Research State EPSCoR / NSF $25,000.00 
 ISQA Van Vliet Instruction Other University of NE Online Worldwide $16,000.00 
 ISQA Wolcott Public Service Foundation Google, Inc. Charitable Giving Fund of the Tides  $27,616.00 
 Foundation 
 ISQA Wolcott Instruction Other University of NE Online Worldwide $4,000.00 
 NUCIA Gandhi Basic Research State EPSCoR / NSF $18,112.00 
 NUCIA Gandhi Basic Research State EPSCoR / NSF $519,884.00 
 NUCIA Jones Public Service State EPSCoR / NSF $3,000.00 
 Total  $17,114,062.00 
 College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
 AVI Byers Public Service Foundation Transportation Research Board $542,873.00 
 AVI Tarry Basic Research Federal NASA $250,000.00 
 AVI Tarry Public Service Federal NASA $2,875,000.00 
 CJUS Batton Instruction Other University of NE Online Worldwide $2,664.25 
 CJUS Brennan Applied Research Area/Local Douglas County $45,000.00 
 CJUS Hobbs Basic Research State NE Commission on Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice $82,610.00 
 CJUS Hobbs Applied Research State NE Commission on Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice $43,352.00 
 CJUS Robinson Applied Research State NE Commission on Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice $5,000.00 
 CJUS Simi Basic Research Federal National Institute of Justice $396,859.00 
 CJUS Wakefield Applied Research Area/Local Douglas County $25,060.00 
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College of Public Affairs and Community Service (cont.)  
 CJUS Wakefield Applied Research Federal US Probation Office $8,500.00 
 CJUS Wakefield Applied Research Federal US Probation Office $8,500.00 
 CJUS Wakefield Applied Research Federal US Probation Office $25,000.00 
 DEAN Abdouch Public Service State NE Commission on Law Enforcement & Criminal Justice $49,939.00 
 DEAN Abdouch Public Service Foundation Omaha Community Fdn $50,000.00 
 DEAN Abdouch Public Service Foundation Omaha Community Fdn $65,000.00 
 DEAN Abdouch Public Service Area/Local Omaha, City of $3,000.00 
 DEAN Abdouch Public Service Area/Local Omaha, City of $10,000.00 
 DEAN Adams Public Service Foundation Iowa West Fdn $10,000.00 
 DEAN Adams Instruction Other NE Humanities Council $1,500.00 
 DEAN Adams Instruction Foundation Omaha Community Fdn $10,000.00 
 DEAN Porterfield Public Service Other Metropolitan Area Continuum of Care for the Homeless $86,640.00 
 DEAN Porterfield Public Service Other Metropolitan Area Continuum of Care for the Homeless $127,500.00 
 DEAN Reed Basic Research Foundation Iowa West Fdn $3,148.00 
 DEAN Woods Public Service Area/Local OPPD $25,000.00 
 DEAN Woods Public Service Foundation Anonymous $95,000.00 
 GDRH Romero Public Service Foundation Autism Action Partnership $11,982.00 
 GERO Holley Public Service State NE Dept of Health & Human Services $60,000.00 
 GERO Kelly Basic Research Federal US Dept of Justice $710,681.00 
 GERO Kosloski Basic Research Other University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee $6,986.00 
 GERO Kosloski Basic Research Other University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee $31,199.00 
 PA Bartle Applied Research Area/Local Douglas County $42,300.00 
 PA Bartle Public Service Foundation Anonymous $37,000.00 
 PA Kriz Public Service Other AIM Institute $15,000.00 
 SOWK Barron- Instruction Other Council on Social Work Education $4,000.00 
  McKeagney 
 SOWK Barron- Public Service State UNK $269,729.00 
  McKeagney 
 SOWK Beldin Applied Research State UNK $296,087.00 
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College of Public Affairs and Community Service (cont.)  
 SOWK Kelley-Gillespie Instruction State UNMC $5,720.00 
 Total  $6,337,829.25 
 Intercollegiate Athletics 
 ATH Oatman Public Service Area/Local Douglas County $25,000.00 
 Total  $25,000.00 
  
International Studies and Programs 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Other BAE Systems $370,924.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Other Georgia Institute of Technology $61,821.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Other Georgia Institute of Technology $238,210.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Other Georgia Institute of Technology $61,821.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Other OT Training Solutions $2,420,420.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Public Service Federal US AID $43,000,000.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Federal US Dept of Agriculture $12,048,750.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Federal US Dept of Education $185,888.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Public Service Federal US Dept of State $999,326.00 
 DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Federal US Dept of State $479,230.00 
 DEAN Shroder Applied Research Other Center for Afghan Civil Society Support $114,255.00 
 Total  $59,980,645.00 
 Peter Kiewit Institute 
 McGinnis Applied Research Other The MITRE Corporation $20,000.00 
 McGinnis Applied Research Other The MITRE Corporation $10,000.00 
 Total  $30,000.00 
  
  Total Submissions $120,708,819.58 
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